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A.L.L (www.americanlinearlighting.com)
Value Engineered Linear
A.L.L focuses on bridging the gap between architectural
Appeal and affordability
AMBIANCE LIGHTING (www.ambiance-lighting.com)
Our products are engineered to be high quality, customizable
lighting solutions at an affordable price for lighting specifiers
and consumers alike. Ambiance Lighting Systems are easy to
configure and install to get that perfect lighting effect every
time.
AMETRIX (www.ametrixlighting.com)
A line of asymmetrical indirect luminaries featuring unique
styles with innovative design features such as tool-less entry,
hinging doorframe, and a unique Dual-Ametrix™ reflector
system.
AMICO (www.amico.com)
Amico Lights Corporation designs, manufactures and markets
a broad range of medical lighting fixtures for various
departments within the healthcare facility. Our mission is to
provide a state-of-the-art product that facilitates the
caregiver’s role in providing the best outcome for patients.
ANP LIGHTING (www.ANPlighting.com)
Performance driven Architectural Site Lighting, RLM metal
shades and Custom Capability. Made in the USA.
ATLITE (www. atlite-lighting.com)
High-quality exit lighting and emergency lighting products
that meet stringent NY City codes, Recessed and surfacemounted down lights and accent lights. Largest manufacturer
employer of IBEW Local 3.
BARRON LIGHTING GROUP (www.barronltg.com)
Barron Lighting Group manufactures and markets a
comprehensive line of lighting solutions in LED and HID
fixtures for commercial and industrial applications and is the
parent company to four brands: Exitronix emergency lighting,
Trace-Lite commercial and industrial lighting, specialtyLED
commercial and decorative lighting, and Growlite® indoor
and greenhouse horticultural lighting.
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BETA-CALCO LIGHTING (www.betacalco.com)
Manufacturers of Decorative Architectural interior & exterior
wall sconces, pendants, surface & recessed luminaries for
compact fluorescent, metal halide and LED lamp
sources. Beta Calco is an industry leader that offers
Contemporary Design, Superior Quality and Continuous
Innovation.
B-K LIGHTING (www.bklighting.com)
Landscape lighting engineered for contemporary aesthetics,
performance and durability. Flood, direct burial, signage,
recessed building and pathway fixtures using all light sources.
Custom capabilities.
BOCA FLASHER (www. bocaflasher.com)
Full-spectrum L.E.D. linear, point source and direct view
fixtures. Color changing control options range from wall box
units to DMX interface systems.
CONTRASTE LIGHTING (www.contrastlighting.com)
Contrast Lighting specializes in design, development, and
delivering low voltage, line voltage, compact fluorescent
recess fixtures, LED recessed fixtures, mouth blown art glass
pendants and matching sconces.
CORELITE (www.corelite.com)
Manufacturers affordable, high quality, direct and indirect
linear fluorescent lighting systems for fast track projects
including open offices, schools, conference rooms and most
any interior architectural setting.
DAY-O-LITE (www.dayolite.com)
Day-O-Lite designs and manufactures LED and fluorescent
luminaires for the interior architectural specification market.
Core product lines consist of recessed, linear suspended,
perimeter and wall mount luminaires designed primarily for
healthcare, education, office and national account applications.
Day-O-Lite also provides a variety of custom product services.
DURAGUARD (www.duraguard.com)
Established in 1989, DuraGuard Products Inc. has grown into
a worldwide leader of the lighting industry. DuraGuard
Products is an OEM manufacturer of commercial and
industrial lighting fixtures. In-house fabrication and powder
coating, two of many services. We tailor-make our fixtures to
meet your specific needs. With five factory locations
nationwide and a consistent, large inventory on hand, it’s easy
for DuraGuard to make your schedule our schedule.
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ELECTRIX ILLUMINATION (www.electrix.com)
Electrix' advanced cove and pocket framing systems, and
linear indoor and outdoor LED luminaires, make the most
ambitious architectural designs a reality. A rapid response
organization, Electrix leverages 50 years of experience to
build well designed, elegantly engineered lighting fixtures
and to match any architectural vision.
 MEYER LIGHTING (www.meyer-lighting-us.com)
Manufacturer of exterior lighting products for ambitious
architectural lighting projects focused on quality and
constant technical advancement. A global network of
partners ensures quality service at a local level. We
provide support for lighting designs around the world.
EVERGREEN LIGHTING (www.evergreenlighting.com)
Architecturally decorative commercial grade energy efficient
Lighting solutions in all lamp sources with focus on LED for
Multiple market segments for both interior and exterior
applications. Made in America.
EXITRONIX (www.barronltg.com/brand/Exitronix)
Exitronix offers a full line of exit and emergency lighting
safety products including LED exit signs, emergency lights
and ballasts for commercial and industrial applications.
Launched in 1984 by its parent company, Barron Lighting
Group, Exitronix designed, engineered and manufactured the
first LED exit sign.
EXTANT ARCHITECTURAL LIGHTING
(www.extantlighting.com)
At Extant, we design and craft architectural linear lighting on
the west coast. And we do it with style.
Designed around our innovative Microstructure EdgeTech
Optics (MEO), our minimalist profile fixtures deliver
unparalleled optic control and exceptional performance with
seamless illumination (continuous lens up to 400 feet) and
uniformity.
MEO – Brilliant by Design
FAIL-SAFE (www.failsafe-lighting.com)
Manufacturers vandal-resistant, confinement, medical/task
lighting fixtures and was the pioneer in cleanroom lighting.
Fixtures feature exceptional performance with structural
integrity.
GRAYPANTS (www.graypants.com)
Graypants is a team of problem solvers. Anchored in Seattle
and Amsterdam, Graypants’ bold creativity leads to diverse
designs in products, architecture, and other beautiful objects
around the world. Their work expands globally with
collaborations and custom designs for leading companies
worldwide. Dream big; Scribble often. Make thoughtfully.
HALO LIGHTING (www.haloltg.com)
The industry leader; manufacturing recessed, track and surface
lighting fixtures for over fifty years that are designed and
engineered with the quality difference.
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GROWLITE (www.barronltg.com/brand/Growlite)
Growlite® offers a full line of horticultural lighting products
including state-of-the-art lamps, ballasts and fixtures
engineered specifically for the indoor horticulture market.
Growlite's mission is simple; to provide the highest quality,
safest products in the market and educate the indoor grow
market with the lighting industry’s latest technologies.
INVUE LIGHTING SYSTEMS
(www.invuelighting.com)
A full line of meticulously detailed products for area roadway,
decorative area, floodlighting, wall mount, and low level
applications, offering solutions for full cutoff compliance, spill
light control, and path of egress illumination, while integrating
the latest in high efficiency lamp technologies.
io LIGHTING (www.iolighting.com)
Architectural luminaires using various color L.E.D’s. Sleek
contemporary aesthetics for surface and recessed applications,
along with linear point source solutions utilizing precision
optics to achieve a variety of accenting beam spreads.
IRIS LIGHTING SYSTEMS (www.iris-lighting.com)
Architectural specification grade recessed luminaries for the
home offering a collection of apertures accepting numerous
lamp and optical elements for a perfect blend of technical
performance with aesthetic details.
LBL LIGHTING (www.lbllighting.com)
LBL Lighting offers captivating style and exciting
interpretations of decorative fixtures which enhance and
define today’s contemporary and modern décor in residential
and commercial settings.
LUMARK (www.lumark-lighting.com)
A full line of indoor and outdoor HID lighting fixtures that
combine craftsmanship, affordability, and performance
including industrial, outdoor area and site fixtures, security
and floodlighting.
LUMATO (www.lumato.com)
Lumato specializes in creating linear LED products designed
to enhance the visual quality of architectural
LUMENART (www.lumenartltd.com)
Lumenart is a U.S. manufacturer of contemporary energy
efficient lighting.
LUMETTA (www.lumettainc.com)
Artistic, contemporary portables, ceiling, pendant and wall
mounted fixtures made of art paper or acrylic diffusors and
ornamental metals.
LUMIÈRE (www.lumiere-lighting.com)
Manufacturers innovative, high quality, outdoor architectural
landscape and security lighting including accent, area, path &
border, wall mount and step lighting for both residential and
commercial applications.
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MCGRAW-EDISON (www.mcgraw-edison.com)
A full line of HID fixtures of choice for versatile specification
grade outdoor
applications including architectural,
area/roadway and floodlighting.
METALUX (www.metalux-lighting.com)
The most dependable single source for all fluorescent lighting
including parabolic, lensed, recessed, surface, strip and
industrial fixtures.
MIXMATCH LIGHTING (www.mixmatchlighting.com)
MixMatch Lighting Specializes in decorative pendant and
chandelier lighting. Mix and match color finishes, custom cord
lengths, cage and shade accessories, and 4 tints of decorative
LED lamps in a variety of shapes and sizes.
MODULED (www.moduled.io)
Introducing the World's first modular lighting system that
integrates ambient, spot, and wall wash lighting along with
Exit & Emergency Lighting Technologies. With a variety of
glare-free lighting elements neatly placed in recto-linear
fashion, ModuLED brings a re-envisioned uncluttered ceiling
that is fashionable, functional as well as affordable.
MWS (www.mws-lighting.com)
A unique modular wiring system offering the fastest, most
effective way to wire lighting fixtures that feature
interchangeable modular components to install and relocate
fixtures.
NEO-RAY (www.neoray-lighting.com)
A leader in the design of direct, indirect and surface mounted
specification grade architectural luminaries for contemporary
offices, educational and corporate environments.
NOVA FLEX (www.novaflexled.com)
Nova Flex is the premier custom LED ribbon, tape, neon flex
and solutions company serving commercial, residential, and
industrial applications. Our custom products are all assembled
in the US and used for coves, under cabinets, signs, perimeter
lighting and much more.
OXYGEN (www.oxygenlighting.com)
Artistic and Contemporary European Sconces and Wall
mounts
PLP (www.plpcomp.com)
Composite Fiberglass Poles
PORTFOLIO (www.portfolio-lighting.com)
Energy-efficient architectural specification grade
downlighting fixtures engineered for quality, consistency and
reliability in performance, aesthetics and construction.
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PUREEDGE LIGHTING (www.pureedgelighting.com)
PureEdge Lighting creates architectural lighting solutions
influenced by simplicity and elegance based on the principle
that light affects human emotion. PureEdge Lighting
innovations redefine the relationship between lighting and
interior design
Q-TRAN (www.q-tran.com)
Q-Tran manufactures and supplies LED linear lighting and
power supplies for both interior and exterior applications.
RAMBUSCH (www.rambuschlighting.com)
Lighting for houses for worship, custom and fixture refurbish
RSA (www.rsalighting.com)
RSA is recognized as an industry leader in the development of
cutting-edge, architectural lighting systems. RSA designs and
manufacturer’s multi lamp, recessed, track, linear and LED
lighting.
SCOTT ARCHITECTURAL LIGHTING
(www.scottarchlighting.com)
Standard and Custom Architectural Decorative pendant, wall
and ceiling lighting products for interior and exterior
applications, adaptable to many architectural styles.
Made in the USA
 STUDIO ONE LIGHTING
(www.studio1lighting.com)
Studio One Lighting creates handmade custom
luminaires for bespoke projects. Exclusive and high
quality tailor-made solutions for every project: hotels,
restaurants, theaters, shops, showrooms, exposition
stands, hospitality, wellness centers, resorts, ships
and yachts, banks, libraries, churches and private
residence
 INNOVATIVE REFLECTIONS
(www.innreflections.com)
As a division of Scott Lamp Company, Innovative
Reflections is able to draw on decades of design
experience and technological expertise in lighting In
order to manufacture illuminated mirrors
that enhance and coordinate with any decor.
SHAPER LIGHTING (www.shaperlighting.com)
Manufactures architectural, specification grade commercial
and residential decorative lighting fixtures for both interior
and exterior applications.
SONNEMAN (www.sonnemanawayoflight.com)
SONNEMAN - A Way of Light, founded in 2003, is a tribute to
contemporary lighting design. Currently featured in over two
thousand lighting showrooms worldwide, SONNEMAN's
current lighting collection are over a thousand designs ranging
from Warm Contemporary to Ornamental Modernism to
Urban Edge to LED Innovations.
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SORAA (www.soraa.com)
Soraa® is simply perfect light – leveraging science to produce
unparalleled spectrum and quality, and bring nature’s light
indoors to make illumination something to see, and truly
experience.
SPECIALTYLED
(www.barronltg.com/brand/specialtyLED)
specialtyLED offers colorful and dramatic lighting solutions
including ribbon flex, flexible border tube and linear wall
wash for indoor and outdoor architectural and decorative
applications. With the ability to provide full design services,
specialtyLED's design experts are immersed in the details of
each project and turn concepts into reality.
SURE-LITES (www.surelites-lighting.com)
Provides the safest and widest choice of surface and recessed
emergency and exit lighting.
TECH LIGHTING (www.techlighting.com)
Low voltage field curvable rail and cable systems, with a wide
array of both decorative and cleanly delineated fixtures. Line
voltage field curvable rail systems with higher wattage
performance fixtures. Decorative glass pendants and sconces.
 ELEMENT (www.element-lighting.com)
The next era in high end precision engineered
recessed lighting. Element combines quality,
aesthetics, superb performance and ease of
installation to meet the meticulous needs of the
lighting design industry.
 FEISS COLLECTION (www.feiss.com)
Started as a small lighting line by Murray Feiss in
1955, product assortment includes decorative ceiling,
bath fixtures, and outdoor. Offering consists more
than 100 curated finishes with styles ranging from
traditional to contemporary.
 MONTE CARLO CELING FAN
(www.montecarlofans.com)
Monte Carlo Fan Co. specializes in trend inspired,
fashion forward ceiling fans and accessories that are
available in a wide variety of styles, sizes, and
finishes to meet all budgets.
 SEAGULL COLLECTION (www.seagulllighting.com)
Sea Gull has been around for 100 years. Popular
priced product line that is very attractive to builders,
contractors, and homeowners looking for budget
friendly lighting options.

TRACE*LITE (www.barronltg.com/brand/Trace-Lite)
Trace-Lite offers LED lighting solutions including wallpacks,
flood lighting, garage/canopy lighting and high/low bays for
indoor and outdoor commercial and industrial lighting
applications. The addition of strips, wraps, under cabinets and
recessed downlights allows for a complete product offering
perfect for new construction or retrofits alike.
UNITED LIGHTING STANDARDS
(www.unitedlightingstandards)
A preferred supplier for all steel and aluminum pole needs—
from commercial, residential, roadway, and sports lighting to
electric charging stations and ornamental designs. With over
40 years of providing some of the best lighting support
solutions in the industry, ULS bring value to each and every
job through the intersection of quality, ease of use, price, and
service
VERBATIM LIGHTING (www.verbatimlighting.com)
The next generation of Retrofit LED replacement lamps.
VOKSLYTE (www.vokslyte.com)
High quality, nontraditional, intelligent luminaire design
utilizing the latest in cold cathode and LED technology.
WAGNER ARCHITECTURAL (www.wagnerarchitectural.com)
Wagner Architectural Systems is a leading global supplier of
architectural railing systems and custom fabricated metalwork
dedicated to producing life-safety and lighting products that
meet the highest standards of quality, engineering and code
compliance. Our expertise in manufacturing, code
requirements and LEED building standards means you get a
partner who can meet your specifications and deliver
installations with the fit, finish, beauty and performance you
desire. Let us help you make a great entrance.

TEKA ILLUMINATIONS (www.teka-illuminations.com)
TEKA furnishes luminaries composed of solid spun copper,
sand cast bronze, machined brass and stainless steel for fine
homes and commercial applications. All products are U.L. and
C.U.L. listed for wet locations.
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CONTROLS & ENERGY MANAGEMENT DIVISION
EATON’S COOPER CONTROLS (www.coopercontrol.com)
Cooper Controls offers decades of experience in energy
management, sensing technologies, architectural, and
theatrical lighting control with high quality, easy to use
reliable systems and low cost of ownership, necessary to meet
the needs of many diverse applications.












FIFTH LIGHT: User friendly, fully networked
addressable lighting control system (DALI) including
daylight harvesting, occupancy sensing, local and
centralized control, integration with building
management systems, with individual fixture
feedback to instantly identify re-lamping needs and
maximize the efficiency of your lighting control
system.
ILUMIN: Architectural dimming systems with state
of the art user friendly interfaces like touchscreens
and engraveable keypads, metering of individual
loads for energy consumption reporting, and a
universal dimming panel that will control all standard
lighting load types from a single module. These
systems can also be networked locally or globally
based on the application.
GREENGATE: Complete line of Occupancy
Sensors, Energy management relay systems, and
daylight harvesting included in simple to complex
lighting control solutions with the ability to meter all
connected loads and network these systems with all
other systems throughout a single building or global
campus
LUMAWATT PRO: Enterprise wide wireless
controls system for intelligent connected lighting
applications with powerful software to maximize
energy efficiency. Applications include space
utilization mapping to track the movement and
frequency of occupancy throughout the building as
well as real time asset tracking to assist facility
managers in locating critical components.
WAVELINX: The new Wavelinx system is a cost
effective, flexible, energy code compliant lighting
control solution, compatible with virtually all types
of lighting fixtures, without the complexity or
installation cost of traditional systems. Driven by a
powerful but simple free download app this system
represents the future of lighting controls.
ZERO 88: Theatrical dimming systems widely used
throughout Europe. Zero 88 is well known for their
broad offering of easy to use theatrical control
consoles. From the Jester range to Leap Frog series
to the new Orb with an iPad interface Zero 88
delivers the right solution for your theatrical lighting
controls requirements.
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ENLIGHTED (www.enlightedinc.com)
Enlighted delivers the most intelligent wireless lighting
control system in the world today. Built on an Internet of
Things (IoT) architecture, the system consists of a network of
LED lights and our patented sensors connected together to
form our sensor and analytics platform. Data is collected 65
times/second to detect environmental and occupancy changes
and take action on lighting needs in real-time.
DEAKO (www.deako.com)
Deako Controls is the most innovative and forward thinking
residential wireless controls system on the market. Devices
connect via a Bluetooth mesh network and are controllable by
Google Home and Amazon Alexa as well as apps available
through iOS or Android app stores. The patented modular
light switch allows for a click-in upgrade from a Simple
Switch to a Smart Switch or Smart Dimmer.
FUNCTIONAL DEVICES (www. functionaldevices.com)
Functional Devices provides a full line of US made UL
924 rated bypass relays including a unique wireless key fob
test switch. They also have great energy saving products like
wireless controllable relays and the half-light retrofit relay for
dual ballasted fixtures.
MYERS POWER PRODUCTS
(www.myerspowerproducts.com)
Myers Power Products is the leading manufacturer of
Emergency Lighting Inverters in the US. They manufacturer
AC systems capable of handling form 500va to 50kVa. Their
fast transfer systems can support any lamp source including
HID and LED.
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